
2020 The Year of Coronavirus Madness 
A genuine outbreak of a new disease… or something altogether more sinister..? 

After suffering through this madness for over 3 months and now being forced to wear 
a face mask in any indoor public place, I really feel the urge to get something down in 
writing for the record. 

Where exactly to start this sort of topic can be quite a challenge in itself, but to 
initially lay the groundwork, let me quote Einstein. One of the great man’s many 
quotes that would seem to be particularly apt. 

QUOTE:  

Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I’m not sure 
about the universe. 

Albert Einstein 

END QUOTE   

Or for those of you not familiar with Einstein, perhaps the Yorkshire saying, ‘There’s 
nowt as daft as folk’ might be more appropriate. 

Clueless politicians that are being spoon fed information from so-called expert 
advisors have the country on its knees, and that pretty much applies to all the 
countries worldwide. Millions of people have lost jobs and livelihoods, businesses 
have folded, economies are in dire trouble and countries are going into massive debts.  

Much of the problem is down to the diabolical and disgraceful behaviour of the 
mainstream media who have gone out of their way to instil fear and scare people half 
to death... and literally to death if you include suicides that come as a result of this 
madness.   

At every opportunity the mainstream media have engineered stories to make headlines 
and maintain the fear mongering, eking out any story, however minor or insignificant 
and then merrily blowing it out of all proportion. This incredibly alarmist behaviour 
by the media then creates mass panic which in turn puts pressure on the heads of 
governments to be seen to be taking action… which results in the ridiculous draconian 
measures forced upon each and every one of us. 

The really odd thing about all of this is that you do not need to be an expert, a 
university graduate, a scientist or the resident genius to see that nothing really adds 
up. Just a little research will quickly enlighten you to just how little the mainstream 
media actually knows on the subject and indeed just how lacking in knowledge and 
intelligence are the government so-called expert advisors. 
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And you see there is also a very real difference between knowledge and intelligence. 
Having knowledge does not necessarily imply intelligence. And just because someone 
knows something about something, does not mean that they actually understand it. I 
do actually wonder how much our politicians actually know about anything because 
none of them appear to exhibit any intelligence or commonsense whatsoever. It is 
very clear that no real thought goes into any decision they make, they simply stick to 
the script that has been handed down to them and reiterate like parrots.  

It has become quite clear to anyone with a mildly functioning brain that we are being 
manipulated by politicians who are being manipulated by their expert advisors, who 
are being manipulated by mainstream media scientists and mainstream media medical 
professionals, who it would seem are just puppets for the people at the top of the food 
chain.  Lies and deception, there’s an awful lot of it about. 

At the top of this food chain sits the likes of the WHO (World health Organisation… 
not the Roger Daltrey rock band) and the USA’s CDC (Center for Disease Control), 
Big Pharma and Bill Gates, with the latter two likely to actually be pulling all the 
strings. These sources would appear to wield all the power; these sources influence 
and manipulate every organisation and everyone below them, worldwide. Indeed they 
appear to be omnipotent. 

I started with Einstein’s quote because another thing that is quite apparent is just how 
many people worldwide seem unable to think for themselves. It would appear that the 
majority of people believe the mainstream news media on every account, trust every 
word our politicians say, obediently fall in line and follow the latest rules without 
question… without a second thought!  In short the world appears to be full of 
mindless morons, quite happy to fall in line without question. It really is very sad. 

And of course the ignorant fools that wear masks at any opportunity; while out 
walking the dog, out jogging, cycling, or even when alone in the confines of their own 
cars, are just adding fuel to the fire. These blinkered, unthinking individuals are 
giving the governments exactly what they want… subservience. We now also have to 
contend with the real halfwits that are promoting this nonsense by wearing face masks 
as fashion accessories! The politicians must really appreciate all these backward folk.  

When all this coronavirus madness initially kicked off I had time on my hands to 
research viruses, and the first thing that became immediately obvious to me is that a 
virus is just a small package of DNA or RNA - a virus is not a living organism. A 
virus is not alive, and most biologists will agree with this statement, though there are 
some that will argue this point. And I should add that the very fact that any biologist 
would argue this point immediately has me questioning their intelligence and indeed 
their very competence.  

A virus does not exhibit any of the qualities that qualify it as living. A virus neither 
generates nor absorbs energy, it does not grow, it does not feed or excrete, it cannot 
keep itself in a stable state, it cannot move of its own accord, and it’s not even made 
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of cells. The only thing that some biologists will tell you that a virus does, is replicate 
and even this is not strictly true – more on that later.  

Unlike a bacterium which is a true life form, a cell which does everything a living 
thing does, a virus is simply a tiny package of genetic code. A virus is just a snippet of 
genetic information in a protein case... or as I like to think of it, just a letter in an 
envelope. 

So immediately the question has to be, how can this non-living snippet of genetic 
code have an agenda? Why would, or rather, how could any non-living thing possibly 
have an agenda?   

You will hear the mainstream media and indeed all the mainstream media medical 
experts telling you that a virus has one purpose, and one purpose alone… to 
REPLICATE!  

Well, does that really make any sense? If it’s not even a living thing, to what end does 
replication serve? 

And here’s the thing. A virus cannot even replicate on its own, it requires a living cell 
to replicate it.  

Again, the mainstream medical profession will tell you that a virus invades a cell and 
then utilises that cells machinery to replicate, and this is the standard response… 
likely because this is what they were all taught to be the case. But given that a virus is 
not alive in anyway, what if scientists have got this all wrong, and have had it all 
wrong for many years? 

The medical profession in particular have a great, long history of misdiagnosis, 
misinterpretation, medical mistakes and indeed getting things magnificently wrong - 
in some cases with catastrophic results! So please let’s not simply accept that they are 
intelligent people that know what they are talking about. 

Just to give some context to my last sentence, there was a time when tobacco and 
smoking cigarettes was deemed as healthy and encouraged by medical professionals. 
It was said to help clear your lungs! And DDT was sprayed on anything that didn’t 
move (and everything that did move) but is now on the toxic chemical list - more on 
DDT later. And remember Thalidomide, and all the babies being born with missing 
limbs or with limb deformities? I wonder how many knowledgeable professionals it 
took to create that major medical disaster? 

And there is a modern time disaster in the making right now that is seemingly being 
ignored. The Human Papillomavirus, commonly termed as HPV.  
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Harald zur Hausen allegedly found a connection between this virus and cervical 
cancer, and was awarded the Nobel Prize for his work. Vaccines were developed and 
he urged all young girls to have the vaccine, and indeed he still does. 

But here’s the thing with this HPV vaccine. It has the highest incidents of adverse 
reactions to the vaccine of any other vaccine currently in use. Nearly three times more 
people exhibit adverse reactions to the HPV vaccine than do the second highest 
vaccine, the seasonal flu vaccine.  

Don’t be fooled by the ‘all vaccines are safe’ message that is always and continually 
banded about by the mainstream medical profession and the media. Do a little 
research and make your own mind up.  

There is a very good video called Sacrificial Virgins that highlights the issues of the 
HPV vaccine. Young girls are having their lives destroyed in their thousands by this 
vaccine. The health problems arising from this vaccine (Gardasil being one) are quite 
staggering, but still little is being done to address the problem. And the Nobel Prize 
winning Harald zur Hausen is now recommending that all school boys should also be 
vaccinated in order not to spread HPV. It’s once again just complete and utter 
madness that beggars belief and is actually hard to put down in words. 

To me Harald zur Hausen is just a mad scientist who craves notoriety and power. The 
problem with these scientists is that they often suffer from tunnel vision and see just 
what they want to see, which gives rise to just the results they want to get. How can 
he possibly ignore the damage these vaccines are doing… how does he sleep at night? 
Well his craving for power is destroying thousands of lives and killing our children.  
Oh, did I mention that they expect the HPV vaccine industry to be worth over six 
billion dollars by 2026 as it is pushed more and more on to our kids? I wonder if that 
has anything to do with it? 

The facts are that you are more likely to be damaged by the vaccine than you are 
likely to get cervical cancer. And, of course the boys who (unless I missed something 
in biology) have no chance ever of getting cervical cancer.  

Japan have banned the us of the HPV vaccine, and there is great pressure in Spain to 
do the same, but hundreds of countries still seem happy to put their children’s lives at 
unnecessary risk. 

But I digress. 

At this point I’m going to bring up Poliomyelitis or Polio for short, because it was the 
first research I undertook on any disease.  

Polio is a disease that has been all but eradicated now thanks to the Polio 
vaccine.  
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That last sentence in bold type is of course just the standard line from the mainstream 
medical professionals and all the subservient medical professionals that know no 
better and can’t be arsed to research anything. 

When is a virus not a virus? 

Polio was said to be caused by the polio virus, but if you actually properly research 
the polio outbreaks of the 50’s, then you will find that the illness closely followed the 
usage of lead arsenate and DDT. Lead arsenate was widely sprayed on ground crops 
and throughout orchards as a pesticide, and DDT, as previously mentioned, was 
sprayed on anything and everything. There was an advert stating ‘DDT is good for 
me’, and a nice jingle that went with it. Trucks went around towns and villages 
spraying DDT everywhere – you should be able to find a video of this online. At one 
point kids sitting at a table outside eating their sandwiches are completely engulfed in 
the stuff.  

At the time, DDT was inhaled by people in vast quantities, and lead arsenate was not 
only sprayed on crops; fields of veges and throughout orchards, but also on things like 
sugarbeet. This meant that toxins were not only inhaled or ingested in fruit and veg, 
but sugar itself also became a source of toxicity. Sugar was of course used in the 
making of many things including cakes, ice creams, etc, and of course sweets 
themselves. 

Years later it was clear that disease known as Poliomyelitis was caused by these and 
other toxins and not a by a nasty virus, yet the polio virus still appears to exist as the 
cause of the disease in the eyes of the medical profession. And indeed a vaccine is still 
administered to protect against this non-existent disease causing virus.  What the hell 
is that all about? 

Are you now starting to see a potential issue? Are you starting to mentally question 
anything yet? 

So here is another really interesting slice of information that I came across completely 
by chance when I bought myself a new MIG welder… bear with me, it’s very 
relevant. 

In the booklet that came with the welder it stated that: Welding some metals can 
release toxic gases that if breathed in will cause flu-like symptoms for a few days. 

To me this is a great illustration of how our body reacts to a toxin.  

If not being made aware of the welding, I’m willing to put good money on a doctor 
diagnosing the flu and putting it down to a virus causing the disease. 

So what if they have got the whole virus thing completely wrong?   
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Now before I go on, I’ve considered this hard and long and I just don’t see how all the 
medical professionals out there can possibly be so ignorant on the subject of viruses. I 
don’t see how they can be ‘in the trade’ so as to speak and not know, not understand 
or not realise that it makes no sense and has to be wrong. To me, viruses in they way 
they are generally thought of and indeed portrayed, makes no sense whatsoever, but 
then neither does a medical professional that still associates polio with an infectious 
virus as its cause and happily administers vaccines. After all, these are the people that 
should know better, these are the people that we assume are very knowledgeable, the 
people on whom we rely on for our health issues and indeed medical treatments… so 
how can they not know this stuff? 

The middlemen in all this are the scientific and medical government advisors, whom 
our politicians rely on and appear to trust implicitly. These are the people that are 
under the main influence of the higher powers, and whom no doubt are being heavily 
rewarded for the way they manipulate our clueless politicians. 

In the UK, we have bumbling Boris Johnson and his trusty, blithering idiot of a side-
kick Matt Hancock feeding us all the drivel. And I assume most other countries have 
their equivalent clowns and comedians. 

This is why I have no choice but to assume that the mighty powers that be - the 
puppeteers pulling all the strings - like things just the way they are… not least 
because the vaccine industry is worth tens of  billions of dollars! 

Another question that all this brings up is, if there is no such thing as a disease 
causing polio virus, what the hell are they injecting us with!? And why? 

And if there is no such thing as a disease causing polio virus, what about the other 
viruses they are vaccinating us for? What if they too do not exist, or at the very least 
are not the cause of disease? We are then getting some toxic crap injected directly into 
our bloodstream, that our body has to eradicate, and which at best (if we are lucky) 
will do nothing, but at worst could destroy our health or even kill us. 

So, going back to a virus itself. If a virus is just this little packet of genetic code, what 
then is a virus all about? 

Well, the first thing that should be obvious is that if it’s not alive you can’t exactly kill 
it. However, that is not to say that it can’t be destroyed or neutralised. It is after all 
only a segment of genetic code in a protein shell. 

Before the coronavirus madness I was just one of the blissfully ignorant. I had no 
reason to mistrust the medical profession; I had no reason to think that a virus was 
anything other than a nasty bug out to get me, and I had no reason to mistrust 
vaccines.  
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I did however have growing doubts about the credentials and indeed capabilities of 
the medical profession in general after my daughter’s long term chronic illness was 
continually dismissed, ignored, uninvestigated and remained untreated. We were 
constantly faced with inept and uninterested doctors with absolutely no Duty of Care 
and a total lack of professionalism. But that is another story. 

Then I really had my eyes opened, and I suddenly found myself with an educated 
opinion, and the world suddenly became a not very nice place.  

A virus is always said to be the cause of disease because it is always found with the 
illness, but what if this is simply being wrongly interpreted? A great analogy is always 
finding firemen at the scene of a blaze… but hey, they did not start the fire. 

If we think of a virus as my letter in an envelope, then there is a message on that letter 
in the envelope – information. What if a virus is simply genetic information that 
triggers the body into taking action?  

It would work like this: 

We are exposed to a disease causing toxin or a bacterial infection. Cells damaged or 
dying from the toxin or bacteria produce and expel a little package of genetic code 
(the so-called virus) which will travel around the body until it attaches to a healthy 
cell. This cell then absorbs this genetic message, replicates it and sends it on its way. 
And this continues throughout our body. The genetic message itself alerts the cells, 
and hence our body to the fact that there is a threat, an assault on the organism (us), 
which in turn induces the activation of our immune system. 

And here is something that makes this scenario far more plausible than the one we are 
fed by the mainstream: If a virus can only be replicated within a cell, then it must 
have originated from a cell in the first place. Think about that for a moment. Why 
would a cell produce something toxic to itself or indeed toxic to the organism that the 
cell is part of? 

If we now accept the above, we then have the issue of disease spreading. Well there 
may even be far more logic to this than we are led to believe. 

If someone shows signs of disease due to a toxin (and it can be any number of things, 
heaven knows we eat and drink all sorts of crap with all sorts of toxic chemicals in 
them; E numbers, food colourings, artificial sweeteners, preservatives, etc, to say 
nothing of environmental toxins we are exposed to daily), then they will have these 
viral messages throughout their body as their immune system is set in motion and 
their body attempts to detoxify. Is it not possible then that these viral messages can be 
picked up by someone else? I.e., you come into contact with someone diseased or 
someone whose body is in a state of detoxification and one of their viral messages is 
readily accepted by one of your cells. 
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This would cause your body to start replicating the message warning of a possible 
toxic threat. The same thing that happened in the diseased person’s body would be 
happening in yours… with one possible big difference; you may have little or no 
toxins to eradicate. 

So your body will have been put on alert, you immune system invoked, but as there 
are no toxins to clear out, you would see no obvious change to your health. After a 
while antibodies would be produced to clear out the no longer needed viral messages, 
to which they bond and neutralise. 

However, if someone with existing disease and disease causing health issues is 
exposed to one of these viral messengers, and their cells absorb the message, then that 
could mean trouble. Their cells will start replicating the viral message to alert their 
body to a possible toxic threat, and because of pre-existing illness their immune 
system will of course find disease and initiate a response. This is where severe pre-
existing or underlying disease will cause a massive immune response and their body 
will look to eradicate all the disease… or kill them trying.  

This is why the elderly and people with underlying health issues are at such risk, and 
why healthy people and the young see little or no effect. 

So what all this comes down to is - just like the seasonal flu - a virus simply triggers a 
bodily detoxification, similar to a vehicle going in for its annual service. 

Unfortunately, Germ Theory is still what the medical profession bases illness on. 
Germ Theory revolves around every disease having a specific cause created by a 
specific pathogen or infectious germ.  Germ Theory had already been proposed in the 
past, but was massively promoted by Louis Pasteur, who was a very influential person 
of his time. Pasteur’s high standing and influence gave much credence to the idea, and 
Germ theory became generally accepted as gospel by the medical profession.  But the 
reality is that Germ Theory is an old and now very out-dated idea that is simply… 
Well, wrong! But I’m not going to elaborate on that here. 

Back then to the COVID-19 coronavirus madness.  

It is said that COVID-19 should not be compared to the flu as it is far more 
contagious and far more deadly, yet as I write this there has been just over 600,000 
alleged coronavirus deaths worldwide, and the USA’s own CDC estimates that 
between 150,000 and 650,000 people die every year from the seasonal flu. 

And bear in this in mind. Up to 650,000 suspected deaths worldwide from the 
seasonal flu… and we supposedly have a vaccine for the seasonal flu! 

But here’s the thing, the coronavirus death toll cannot be trusted. When doctors are 
encouraged to put coronavirus on the death certificate when clearly that person was 
already extremely diseased with pre-existing illness, then obviously the figures are 
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enhanced. If someone dies of a heart attack, but had a sniffle at the time, then it was 
assumed they had COVID-19 and they then became another statistic. We hear of 
people being diagnosed with COVID-19 by doctors over the phone!  

Again as I write this it has just been reported that if someone was found to have had 
the virus and recovered, but then dies three months later, then they are recorded as a 
coronavirus death.  There is clear and blatant manipulation of the figures. Far fewer 
people are currently dying of heart disease, heart attacks, kidney failure and other 
illnesses because they are being put down as a coronavirus death. It is quite sickening 
when you realise just how much the figures are being exaggerated and how much we 
are being manipulated.  

The commonly joked headline, ‘Man Hit by Train… Dies of Coronavirus’ comes to 
mind and emphasises the utter madness of it all. But sadly this line is not very far 
from the truth. 

The governments then start testing everyone and are alarmed to find that many people 
are testing positive for COVID-19. This causes great panic, the individuals are told to 
self-isolate for two weeks, and as positive tests numbers increase in the testing area 
another lockdown ensues.  The simple fact is that if you do more testing then you will 
have more spikes due to people testing positive – people that are not actually ill, just 
testing positive. And that’s enough to send the authorities into a state of panic, hit the 
DEFCON 1 button and lock everything down again. It really is hard to comprehend 
this utter madness and the utter stupidity of our government officials. 

Now, apart from the fact that these tests are known to be inaccurate, if we now look at 
the virus as simply being a genetic message, and not a disease in itself, then clearly 
the medical profession is looking at things arse-end backwards. Furthermore, these 
tests are not even looking for the whole virus, they are merely looking for snippets of 
genetic code that they associate with the virus. This immediately leaves the door open 
for errors. This is like associating everyone wearing a blue scarf as being a Chelsea 
FC supporter… but Everton FC supporters and Birmingham City FC supporters may 
also be wearing blue scarves. All this is to say that unless you isolate the whole viral 
genetic code then the ‘snippet’ of code could have multiple sources.  

But here is another important point to consider. If dying cells expel viral genetic codes 
(viruses) to alert our bodies to a possible threat, and in order to initiate a defensive 
immune response, then these cells that have been scraped from our nose, throat or 
wherever, will themselves be dying. And so what are these dying cells going to do? 
Of course, they are going to expel a viral message. So to my mind you are more than 
likely always going to find a virus or viral information in a tissue scraping if you look 
hard enough. 

Here I should just add that something called ‘Exosome Theory’ is now gathering 
some momentum in medical science. Yes, there actually are some unblinkered, open-
minded and intelligent medical professionals that are looking at viruses in a 
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completely different way; as just these little packages of genetic information and not 
as a disease. And so whereas the mainstream medical profession will still consider 
this little package of genetic information as a nasty bug and label it as a virus, others 
are using the less fear-provoking term: exosome.   

And of course there is plenty of evidence to suggest the mainstream medical 
profession has got this monumentally wrong, it is just that no-one (at least no 
mainstream medical professional) seems to even consider this… or dare I say, care.  

Take for example all the people that get tested positive for the virus, but never show 
any signs of illness. Now the mainstream medical professionals will tell you that this 
is simply because their immune systems are strong. But think about this for a 
moment. If you have a disease, then your body will respond to eradicate it, and this 
results in the typical signs and symptoms such as runny noses, fevers, sweating, 
diarrhoea, coughing, sneezing – these are the very signs that your body is fighting and 
eradicating disease. So why is none of this present in someone testing positive for the 
virus, which the medical profession are saying is the cause of disease?   

Surely if the virus is what we are told it is, then the body of a very healthy person 
with a top notch immune system would respond fast and efficiently to eradicate this 
nasty little bug, and they would at the very least get a sniffle. However, if the virus 
(the genetic message) is simply alerting a healthy body to the possible threat of a 
toxin or other assault, but no toxin or disease is found, then there is nothing to 
eradicate – no runny nose, fever, coughing, etc. It makes no sense that if a virus is a 
nasty infectious bug that a healthy person’s immune system will just ignore this 
pathogen and simply let it be! 

This all makes so much sense when you sit down and think it through that I cannot 
see how this can be overlooked by the mainstream medical profession who still insist 
that a virus is a nasty, disease causing, living beastie just out to get you.  

While I can understand how the politicians (not being the brightest or most 
knowledgeable of people) can be easily manipulated and have the wool pulled over 
their eyes, I just don’t understand how any self-respecting doctor, and the medical 
profession in general, can be so easily deceived this way. The mind boggles. 

If we pop back to polio for a moment, which we now know was caused by toxins, 
then if they did actually find a virus (which obviously they say they did), then this 
was indeed just the genetic message alerting the body to the toxic threat and 
triggering the immune system into action. So, like the firemen at the scene of a blaze, 
mentioned earlier, the so-called virus is found at the scene of the crime, but is in no 
way responsible for the disease. 

The other test that the governments are encouraging people to undertake is the 
antibody test. Now unlike the coronavirus test itself, the antibody test is said to be 
able to show whether or not you have had the ‘deadly virus’. 
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But straight away there are issues with this, and again if you put your brain in gear 
and ask the right questions you will see just how absurd this test is. 

Rather bizarrely, you can have antibodies for the coronavirus found in your blood, but 
if there is not too many of them, then you are classed as negative… you haven’t had 
the virus. What? How can that work? 

Of course the nonsense does not end there. If you are within a certain band, then you 
are classed as ‘borderline’. Borderline means that you most definitely, probably might 
have had the virus, and you are encouraged to go back in 7-14 days for a retest – 
another £70-£80 if you are paying for the test yourself! 

It also stated that if the result is clinically unexpected, then once again you are 
encouraged to take a retest. 

You just couldn’t make it up! 

Someone I know had the antibody test, and here are the limits stated on the antibody 
test results: 

Less than 0.8 = Negative  
Between 0.8 and 1.5 = Borderline  
Greater than 1.5 = Positive 

The most obvious thing here is that logic would dictate that if you have any antibodies 
for the coronavirus at all, then surely you must have had the virus. But NO! You have 
to have over so many antibodies in your blood stream to be deemed to have had the 
bug! Does that honestly make any sense whatsoever? 

What this implies is that they have not determined that a specific antibody is 
associated with the coronavirus, and they are simply assuming that if you have had 
the coronavirus then your body would be rife with antibodies. And that will do… 
good enough for us… you’ve had it! 

This is not real science, this is not how real science is undertaken; this is a total farce, 
and an insult to science and proper scientific procedure. 

If they cannot differentiate between antibodies, this means that if you have recently 
had a cold, the flu, chest infection, water infection, etc, etc, then you will likely test 
positive for coronavirus. 

The other thing is this. Antibodies obviously don’t stay around in your system in any 
great number once their work is done, or else our blood stream would be continually 
flooded with antibodies from every bug we’d ever had. So the whole antibody test is 
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very time sensitive, meaning that if it is of any real use at all, then it will always likely 
be an unreliable, completely hit and miss test.  

You probably expected me to get around to a more thorough look at vaccines, because 
it does all tie together, and yes, I was always headed that way. 

So if a virus is not actually the nasty infectious bug, what are viral vaccines all about? 

Well if you think about it, what they are actually injecting people with is the genetic 
message that triggers the immune system into action, either in what they call a live-
attenuated form of the virus or an inactivated virus. 

The live-attenuated form is supposed to be milder form of the germ which causes 
disease (the medical description, not mine), and the inactivated form is just basically 
the virus protein shell minus the genetic code. 

So, where to start on this topic? 

OK, here goes. The live-attenuated form (I have no idea how they can attenuate a 
virus) is said to offer long-lasting immunity, while the inactivated form… does not! 

So, let’s ignore the fact that the medical profession sees the virus as a nasty germ and 
let’s instead think again in terms of the virus being our genetic message. The vaccine 
that contains the attenuated live virus should indeed trigger an immune response as 
the genetic message is picked up by cells and alerts our body to a possible pathogen.  
So far, so good. 

If this cocktail containing the attenuated live virus is injected into a healthy body, the 
chances are that, just like being exposed to a circulating wild virus, there will be little 
or no response as the triggered immune system finds no pathogen to eradicate. 

However, and this is where things often go massively wrong, inject the concoction 
into someone with underlying or pre-existing health issues and the shit can really hit 
the fan! Their body will be triggered into a major detoxification and in an aggressive 
attempt to eradicate the underlying illness or infection a major health crisis can result. 

When this happens the medical profession will tell you that on occasion, the live-
attenuated virus mutates to its full blown, nasty virus state, and so causes a full blown 
infection… well they have to have some line to explain why they nearly killed 
someone. 

So it comes down to the same thing as actually contracting a wild virus naturally. 
Healthy people will have little if any response to the vaccine, while people in ill 
health and with underlying illnesses are likely to be hit quite hard. Some people can 
and indeed do suffer long term health issues from vaccines… if it doesn’t kill them 
that is. 
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The inactivated virus vaccines are said to not offer any long term protection. This is 
rather convenient; the requirement for an annual vaccination - it’s a brilliant money-
making scam. We are scammed this way with our pets too. 

The seasonal flu jab is an example of an inactivated virus; that is why you are 
encouraged to take the flu shot annually. However, the truth here is, if there is no viral 
genetic message to even trigger any immune response, then these vaccines actually do 
bugger all!  

I say that, but this is not strictly true, apart from making Big Pharma billions of 
dollars, the crap they are injecting directly into your blood stream may itself affect 
your health detrimentally. There are documented cases of people dying after receiving 
the flu jab, but of course these cases are obscured and so do not tend to make the 
headlines. 

You see, vaccines do not just harbour the virus or part thereof. They also contain all 
sorts of alien and noxious substances that you really don’t want injected directly into 
your blood stream. After a vaccination, you rely heavily on your body to eradicate all 
the foreign substances that your body knows should not be in the blood stream. 
Thankfully most of the time our bodies sort it out and clear out this garbage, but on 
occasion things go horribly wrong. 

Vaccines can contain a form of mercury, aluminium, formaldehyde and other quite 
toxic materials designed (so they say) to induce a better immune response.  

But these substances in themselves are extremely toxic. Mercury is a seriously 
poisonous metal, and it doesn’t take much of this to cause harm… and our bodies 
can’t get rid of it, so it can accumulate over time. Aluminium is also another big 
problem. Again it’s quite toxic to us and our bodies don’t know how to handle it, so 
it’s not easy to eliminate. And if these toxins get into our brains then… well, let’s just 
say that life will never be quite the same again. 

And just think about this statement for a moment.  

‘They add these other toxins to induce a better immune response.’   

So there is a very good chance that our immune systems are reacting NOT to any 
virus or viral particulate, but just to the additional toxic crap they inject into us. But if 
this is the case then how does that build up our immune system against the particular 
virus? 

Do you see how so little of any of this makes any real sense when you start delving a 
little deeper… and start thinking. 
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One Big Pharma company realised that there was an issue with some of its mercury-
containing vaccines (I believe it might have been a measles vaccine) in that many 
people were falling very ill or actually dying. They withdrew the vaccine and stopped 
administering it in the USA… I think they sold it on cheaply to Brazil! 

I will no doubt be classed as a conspiracy theorist by many people… but then ‘the 
many people’ won’t have done the in-depth research I have done, so they are basically 
judging me from their own point of ignorance. And the blissfully ignorant play a 
major part in all of this, because the likes of Big Pharma and Bill Gates - who want to 
see us all vaccinated - prey on this ignorance and rely on the blissfully ignorant to 
dismiss the rest of us as insane idiots. It works perfect for them too, as there are a hell 
of a lot of clueless halfwits in the world to fight their corner. 

Just in case I hadn’t made it clear, I’m totally against vaccinations. I never used to be, 
in fact as much as I hate to admit it I was once one of the blissfully ignorant. I trusted 
the government and trusted the medical profession… Ahhh, those were the days. 

Then I watched the VAXXED videos and my eyes and my mind were opened to a 
new, far less nice reality. In my new reality we are all being played, we are all being 
manipulated, some very powerful people have their own agendas… and they don’t 
include keeping us healthy... or alive! Things are looking very sinister, and unless we 
do something, the future is looking very grim. 

The VAXXED videos are very hard to find anywhere on the internet because Big 
Pharma seems to have the power to get any site providing access to the videos shut 
down and the videos deleted. And of course they justify this by making it out to be a 
conspiracy video just promoting misinformation. You can however order the DVD 
directly from the VAXXED website. You need to watch it. 

The VAXXED videos are based on the issue of vaccine induced autism, and how the 
MMR vaccine seems to have been a major contributor. The VAXXED video is quite 
upsetting to watch, but it is a true eye-opener that needs to be seen. Beautiful, lively 
bouncing babies being turned into cabbages overnight after having the vaccine… 
upsetting in the extreme. But it’s real life, it’s not a conspiracy. The people who 
feature in the video have no ulterior motive, they just want their stories heard and for 
people to be made aware that there is a serious issue with vaccines. 

And to add further credence to all these people that have had their children’s lives 
destroyed, there is a whistle-blower from the CDC that is on record saying that they 
knew that there was a problem with the MMR vaccine, but they manipulated and 
cherry-picked results and simply stuck to their ‘vaccines are totally safe’ rhetoric.  

Cases of autism used to be around 1 in every 10,000, but in the last 50 years or so this 
has escalated out of all proportion. And the one thing the medical profession has done 
more and more over the last 50 years is to vaccinate people.  
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And they start vaccinations at a very early age. Babies have barely entered the world 
when someone thinks it’s a good idea to start pumping them full of obnoxious 
cocktails. In fact the USA’s CDC now state on their own website that around 1 in 54 
children are being identified as having some form of autism, with 1 in 6 being 
diagnosed with a developmental disability. And of course this is beside the children 
that are maimed in other ways. The USA now has a ridiculous number of vaccines 
pumped into their kids. The toxic assault on tiny bodies must be quite incredible. 

It is really very, very scary.   

The powers that be will continually state that ‘vaccines are totally safe’. And this line 
will be also be reiterated by the majority of GP’s. They will tell you that vaccination 
has eradicated so many diseases, and hence has saved so many lives, that the odd 
death here and there, the odd baby or young kid that has been turned into a cabbage is 
all par for the course, and a cost worth paying. Tell that to the mother that has just 
seen her child’s brain turned to mush. 

Indeed you will hear that the world has mostly been ridden of many deadly diseases 
since the introduction of vaccines. This again is the standard line from the mainstream 
medical profession. 

However, if you delve deeper you will find that all manner of disease was already 
well on the decline due to less poverty, better nutrition, cleaner water and better 
sanitary conditions, before the introduction of vaccines.  Nevertheless vaccination 
always takes the credit.  

The thing is vaccines do nothing. In fact nowadays you often get spikes in diseases 
due to vaccinations, which does in itself make perfect sense. If you are pumping a 
virus into someone and this genetic message triggers their immune response, then 
there is no reason why anyone coming into contact with them will not also contract 
the viral message and initiate an immune response – hence a detoxification. 

No diseases have been eradicated by vaccines, what has happened is that we are 
simply eating and drinking healthier. We have access to clean water, much better 
sanitation, much better living conditions in general… and they are not spraying our 
crops with deadly toxins… at least not as much as they used to. 

Measles is a bodily detoxification that most of us go through as kids. We get a few 
spots and then it’s over, no problem. In my day we had measles and chicken pox 
parties, whereby if some kid in the neighbourhood came out in spots then all of our 
parents used to put us all in a room to play together. No one ever got seriously ill, and 
it worked very well. However, in less developed countries with poor sanitary 
conditions, lack of clean drinking water, malnutrition and possibly other disease, then 
the measles detoxification could easily prove fatal. 
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How any virus caused detoxification affects people basically comes down to the 
conditions that people are living in and the state of their health. 

It is now said that more people are maimed for life or die from complications caused 
by the measles vaccine than actually die from measles itself. Let that sink in for a 
moment. 

And here is something else of great interest and importance that never hit the main 
media headlines. A German biologist Stefan Lanka was so convinced that viral 
pathogens do not exist (that is a virus is not the cause of disease), that he put up a 
challenge and was prepared to pay $100,000 to anyone that could prove a disease 
causing measles virus existed and determine its size.  

And this is where it gets interesting. If you google this you will most likely find the 
headline that a David Bardens claimed to have done this and when Lanka refused to 
pay up, Bardens took Lanka to court and sued him. Now, this is partly true, initially 
Bardens won the case, and this is the headline that you will most likely find on the 
internet. However, Lanka claimed that a normal court was not in any position to judge 
and it went to a high court in which world renowned scientists were asked to provide 
expert opinions and testimonies. The final outcome was that Lanka won the case, 
when Bardens’ evidence was found to be unreliable, which in effect means that to this 
day there is no actual proof of the disease, measles, actually being a virus in itself.  

Far more likely is that when we get to a certain age, our bodies themselves trigger a 
detoxification. What is thought of as a nasty virus is just in fact our bodies initiating a 
detoxification, and likely just a natural stage of developing and enhancing our 
immune system at the same time. And consider this: a virus has to originate in a cell, 
so if our own body’s cells do not produce it in the first place, where does it come 
from? 

The COVID-19 vaccines are all being rushed through, standard procedures will not be 
adhered to and many protocols bypassed. There will be no time to do any thorough 
testing. They will kill a lot of small animals in the process and just do a small sample 
of human trials. Then they will be keeping their fingers crossed and simply hope for 
the best. 

Vaccines that have been on the market for years and are supposedly safe all have 
recorded instances of adverse side effects and indeed some far more serious health 
issues, but a vaccine that is very rushed and effectively untested, really doesn’t bear 
thinking about. 

And as I write, there is an article in the Guardian about the rushed COVID-19 
vaccines, with the headline, ‘UK to give emergency approval to any Covid vaccine 
breakthrough’. 
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But note this paragraph. Quote: ‘The companies that make vaccines would be 
given protection from being sued if their product turned out to cause a rare side-
effect that could not have been detected during trials. That happened with 
Pandemrix, the vaccine against swine flu, which caused the sleeping disease 
narcolepsy in some individuals.’ End quote. 

So you can see, these vaccine companies don’t have too much to worry about if they 
ruin your life, destroy your health… or indeed if people start dying.  

And the really crazy thing is that there will be thousands of people clamouring to get 
vaccinated for COVID-19, and no doubt some of them willing to pay good money for 
the privilege. Well, good look with that!  

In the past big Pharma has paid out millions in compensation due to vaccine injury 
and deaths, so this in itself tells you that there are problems with vaccines. In 1986 the 
USA introduced the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, whereby vaccine 
manufacturers would not be held liable for vaccine related injuries, so could no longer 
be sued as a result. Apparently before this, vaccine injury claims were costing Big 
Pharma tens of millions of dollars every year. Now they can concoct whatever 
cocktails they want to, make billions of dollars, and don’t have to worry about anyone 
being maimed for life or dying.  

Well, actually you can still claim for injuries due to vaccination, but it is now paid for 
by you and I - the taxpayers. Brilliant system isn’t it. 

I touched on autism earlier, and if you watch the VAXXED videos, then you will see 
that autism seems to be the biggest issue with the MMR vaccine. And let’s face it, not 
only does this vaccine contain the regular virus accompanying toxins, but also now 
three different viral components. 

Autoimmune disease is something else drastically on the rise, and again something 
else never heard of when I was a kid. 

So here are my thoughts on the likely cause of autoimmune disease. 

When our body naturally goes through a detoxification possibly set in motion by 
dying cells releasing their viral SOS message, then our cells will replicate that 
message and alert our immune system. Now the key thing here is that the viral 
message (the virus) has been produced by our own cells, and once their job is done, 
once the toxin has been eradicated, then antibodies are produced to neutralise the viral 
message. The antibodies lock onto the no longer required viral message (the often 
depicted lock and key mechanism), and they are eventually flushed from our system 
as one inactive component. 

Now, when a viral component is directly injected into us in the form of a vaccine, 
then our body is faced with viral message that it did not itself either absorb naturally 
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or indeed produce. And here lies the issue. Because this viral component is either 
foreign to our body, or in the case of the inactivated virus potentially just a damaged 
fragment, then our antibodies may not be able to lock on to the viral message. That is, 
because these injected viral components surging around our body are not a product of 
our own cells, then the antibody response may be ineffective. To put it simply, the key 
may not fit the lock. In this scenario we have a viral immune response trigger that 
can’t be neutralised. Effectively our immune system can’t be switched off. 

Just another serious and potentially life-threatening complication of vaccines... But, 
hey-ho, vaccines are totally safe because Bill Gates and the WHO say so. 

Back to COVID-19. 

So now we are all being forced to wear face masks in any indoor public place. Oh, 
except for the children… because children are immune and don’t spread the virus!  
For crying out loud, yet more madness and unscientific bullshit!  

Think about this, why and how can children possibly be immune to a virus. If 
anything their immune systems have been far less exposed to potential threats than 
adults, so commonsense and logic would dictate they would be far more vulnerable to 
a new threat.  

Oh, yeah, commonsense and logic. My apologies, they’re not really words politicians 
would understand. 

Again it makes no sense whatsoever.  

Children’s young bodies are simply normally quite clean and disease free, so when 
their immune system is triggered then, once again nothing much happens as there are 
little or no toxins or disease to eradicate.  However, there is no scientific reason why 
they cannot contract and spread this viral genetic message just as an adult would.  
Once again government medical advisors just appear to be making things up as they 
go along. 

There is another theory that, contrary to what I am suggesting, says that viruses are 
not even spread or contracted between individuals, but rather are a result of an 
environmental trigger, or even a seasonal trigger. And there may well be something in 
this. If you think of seasonal flu, then something must trigger this detoxification. 
Given that a virus can only be produced by a living cell, it is hard to imagine that a flu 
virus has remained intact and viable for a whole year until it somehow finds its way 
into one of us. And this would seem sound and quite plausible, so is well worthy of 
consideration.  

But I can’t help thinking of the measles parties that we had in my younger days. To 
my mind at least, it would make more sense that we spread measles to each other by 
contracting the viral genetic message due to contact rather than some other trigger, but 
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maybe not. And of course it could be a little of both, environmental or seasonal detox 
triggers and contact triggers. If viruses can not be contracted by contact, then perhaps 
something similar to a pheromone can trigger a detoxification. 

July 31st 2020, was one of the hottest July days on record here in the UK. Clearly 
some of the infirm and elderly being forced to wear face masks in shops were 
struggling to breathe feely, their faces flushed, overheating and sweaty. But they have 
been warned by Boris that they face a £100 fine if they do not abide by the rules, and 
of course they need to eat, so they suffer this ordeal. 

The peak of this so-called pandemic is long over and we were never forced to wear 
face masks during that period, so it’s a bit of a ‘shutting the gate after the horse has 
bolted’ scenario. Yet another masterful wielding of power by our beloved leaders to 
keep us in line, to keep us in our place, to keep us downtrodden and subservient. But 
then the word is that the government is trying to enforce this in order to encourage the 
gullible people they have been scaring stupid for months to go back to work, back 
into the high street shops, back into cafes and restaurants, and children back into 
school. They think people will feel safer if everyone is wearing a face mask to keep 
the nasty little bug at bay. And woe betide the parent that now keeps their kid out of 
school for fear of death… a good fine should sort them out!   

The reality however, is that the very wearing of face masks just emphasises risk and 
maintains the fear factor.  

We have the flu season to look forward to. Can’t wait for all that confusion… is it 
COVID or the flu, the flu or COVID, COVID or a cold? Better isolate them for 14 
days just in case. And anyone they have worked with, and everyone they live with, oh, 
and anyone in the shop they bought groceries from. Actually, we had better lockdown 
the town just to be on the safe side.  

Hey, did someone just sneeze? Quick, lock down the Post Office! 

Let’s face it, if we don’t stand up for our rights, if we don’t stand up against this utter 
nonsense, and if the mainstream media has anything to do with it, not only will our 
lives will be continually blighted by absurd lockdowns, but we will be wearing face 
masks and social distancing indefinitely.  

There is no doubt that the powers that be have been and are using fear to control and 
manipulate us. They have instilled fear at every opportunity in order to justify some 
ridiculous draconian measures; to take away our rights and our civil liberties, to lock 
us down and keep us quiet. 

We are social animals. We need contact and we need intimacy. Life is about more than 
just existing.  

Don’t be a slave to the lies.  
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Don’t be a sheep.  
Don’t allow the government to insult your intelligence.  

Stop listening to clueless politicians and stop being manipulated by the mainstream 
media. And STOP being scared!  

Instead start to think for yourself. Start to question things…  

…and ask yourself: do you honestly want to live the rest of your life wearing a bloody 
face mask and standing 2 metres away from your friends?  

Let me just finish with a nice quote I read somewhere: 

‘It is easier to be deceived than to convince someone that they are being 
deceived.’ 

Gary Hands 

Professor of Life... and an advocate for truth, free-thinking and commonsense
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